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TASK FLOW



#4 Consistency & 
Standards

#7: Flexibility and 
efficiency of use

#8: Aesthetics and 
minimalist design

#6: Recognition 
over recall

#9: recognize, 
recover from errors

#1: Visibility of 
system status
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Some featured 
products link away 
from the app.

VIOLATION 1

#4 - Consistency and standards



Some featured 
products link away 
from the app.
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Best Buy Only 
switch is an 
advanced feature 
but too easy for 
basic users to 
notice.

VIOLATION 2

#7 - Flexibility and efficiency of use



Best Buy Only 
switch is an 
advanced feature 
but too easy for 
basic users to 
notice.

VIOLATION 2

#7 - Flexibility and efficiency of use
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There is an 
overwhelming 
amount of filter 
options 

VIOLATION 3

#8 - Aesthetic and minimalist design



There is an 
overwhelming 
amount of filter 
options 

VIOLATION 3

#8 - Aesthetic and minimalist design

Hardware
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Applied filters are 
not visible unless 
you click on filter.

VIOLATION 4

#6 - Recognition rather than recall



Applied filters are 
not visible unless 
you click on filter.

VIOLATION 4

#6 - Recognition rather than recall
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The checkout line 
does not provide any 
waiting time 
estimates

VIOLATION 5

#1 - Visibility of System Status



The checkout line 
does not provide any 
waiting time 
estimates

VIOLATION 5

#1 - Visibility of System Status

Estimate 2 min/ 3 persons 
in front of you
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The form does not 
give any error 
messages for 
non-existent emails

VIOLATION 6

#9 - Recognize, diagnose, and 
       recover from errors.



The form does not 
give any error 
messages for 
non-existent emails

VIOLATION 6

#9 - Recognize, diagnose, and 
       recover from errors.
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NEW FLOW

https://www.figma.com/proto/AYKKJ3a4DmKvhnhLlb8N7F/Unit-4-Part-2-Screen-Redesign?node-id=70%3A2096&viewport=495%2C662%2C0.41313987970352173&scaling=scale-down&hotspot-hints=0


 NEXT STEPS



Thank You



Problem Heuristic Severity Rationale Solution

Some featured products link away 
from the app.

#4: Consistency and 
Standards

3 Users could not tell when this leads to website.
Frequency: 2    Impact: 3    Persistence: 4

Indicate website 
links

Best Buy Only switch advanced but 
too obvious for basic users.

#7: Flexibility and 
efficiency of use

3 Users want this switch to stay on when switched.
Frequency: 4    Impact: 3    Persistence: 2

Make global OR 
move to search

There is no visual hierarchy among 
filter options.

#8: Aesthetics and 
minimalist design

3 The filter is cluttered with no hierarchy.
Frequency: 4    Impact: 2    Persistence: 3

Categorize 
filters

Applied filters are not visible unless 
you click back on filter.

#6: Recognition over 
recall

2.7 Users have to remember what filters are active.
Frequency: 4    Impact: 2    Persistence: 2

Add selected 
filters

The checkout line does not say how 
long you have to wait for.

#1: Visibility of 
system status

3.3 The system does not provide a reference to time.
Frequency: 3    Impact: 3    Persistence: 4

Add estimated 
time

The form doesn't give an error 
message for non-existent emails

#9: recognize, 
recover from errors

3 The system does not provide a reference to time.
Frequency: 4    Impact: 2    Persistence: 3

Add error 
message

Executive Summary


